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I. INTRODUCTION 

This article, being the third in the series, sets out to 
describe some of the progress in our research of particle pro
duction process in hadron-nucleus collisions. The purpose of 
our investigations was to look at all sides of the particle 
production process both in hadron-nucleus and hadron-nucleon 
using nuclear targets. 

In a hadron-nucleon collisions the only directly observable 
information about this process, one can obtain, is that on 
the asymptotic state produced. Indirectly some information 
about what happens in the early stages after collision can be 
obtained from a detailed study of the finally produced partic
les, observed in experiments; for example, by looking at cor
relations between various particles, one can deduce if the 
particles are decay products of resonances. To obtain direct 
information about what happens in the early stages of the pro
duction process, it is necessary to interfere with the process 
as it is taking place. The only tool available which allows 
to realize such interference is an application of a massive 
target-nucleus, being a collection of many nucleons; such 
targets might serve as detectors of properties of the partic
le production process taking place when hadrons collide with 
the nucleons inside nuclei/1( 

Information about what happens in the early stages after 
hadron collision with nucleon in nuclear matter resulting 
particle production can be obtained from a detailed study of 
the finally emitted nucleons and produced particles, registe
red in experiments. Relations between the characteristics of 
produced particles in hadron-nucleon collisions and corres
ponding characteristics of produced particles in collisions 
of the same hadrons with various nuclei contain the informa
tion about the space-time evolution of the particle produc
tion process. When such relations will be found, the particle 
production process might be explained in terms of our know
ledge of hadron-nucleon interaction. 

It has been shown, in parts I and II, that such characte
ristics of the hadron-nucleus collision process as inelastic 
collision cross-section energy- and A-dependences, nuclear 
multiplicity distribution A -dependence, average particle 
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c' 
multiplication energy- and A~dependences can be described 
in terms of our knowledge of nuclear sizes, nucleon density 
distribution in nuclei, and of elementary had~on-nucleon 
interaction. In the present article we intend to show how 
it is possible to reproduce in this way various characteris
tics of the particle production process in hadron-nucleus col
lisions. 

.2. PARTICLE PRODUCTION 

One of the most important characteristics of the particle 
production process is ,the production intensity. Let us start, 
therefore, our considerations with this characteris~ic 

2. I. Particle Production Intensity .. 

Particle production intensity is characterized usually as 
the frequency f(n 8 ,A,Eh) of events versus the number n

8 
of 

produced particles, observed in experiments, when a hadron of 
energy Eh collides with a target-nucleus of the mass-number 
A; Usually ns is referred to as observed fast particles produ
ced, "s" is for "shower" 12- 41. 

Within the frames of our picture, presented in part I, 
particles are produced through some "excited states" moving 
along incident hadron course and decaying into observed par
ticles,' after having left the target-nucleus. If a layer of 
nuclear matter, which a hadron has to overcome, is thick 
enough - of a thickness t, some quasi-unidimensional cascade 
of the "excited states" develops inside the target-nucleus; 
the average number <m>· and multiplicity m distribution P(:m,t) 
of such "excited states" outcoming from· the target are expres
sed PY.formulas (4) and (5) in part I. 

The outcome, one can observe in'hadron-nucleus collision 
experiments, is a result of the superposition of what one 

ld .b • Eh · · · cou o serve when hadrons of energies m collide with nucle-

ons resting in the laboratory system; a detector, the bubble 
cham~erfor exampl~, records the produced particles apparent 
to be outcoming from the interaction "point". This superposi
tion might be expressed as the sum of m terms P(m,t)pm(n 

8
) , 

m =I, 2, 3, ••• , where Pm(n 8 ) is the probability to appear 
n s produced particles if m "excited states" decay "simulta
neously". 

·Therefore, using formulas (4) . , 
in part I, the expression for the 
written as: 

,2 

(5), (4 "), and (5'), given 
frequency f(n s, A, Eh )' can be 

Iii 

<,\> <,\>: 
- <,\ > m=k - <I>· I 

f (n , A, Eh ) = e II l ( 1- e o ) m- p (n ) , (I) 
s m=l m s 

where < ,\ > is the target-nucleus average thickness/;;/ <,\ 0 > · = 
= <,\ 0 (Eh ) >: is mean· free path for ha%?n of energy Eh col
lision with nucleon in nuclear matter 5 , given by formula (6) 
in part I;the probability Pm(n 8 ) is determined by probabi
lities p(u), p(v), p(w),.;.:, p(z) for appearance ofu ,v, 
w, ••• , z particles in decaying each of the m "excited sta
tes" created in hadron-nucleus collision;u+ v + w + . ; ; ; ·+z = n s• · 
Any of p(u), p(v), p(w ), . ; ; ; ; p(z) can be taken from a hadron-

. Eh . f ( nucleon experiment at~ energy. For example, i m =2, p2 ll
8
)= 

p2 (u +v ) is expressed simply by the formula: 
u =n

8 

P2 (n
8 

)·= p(u+v) = l p(n
8
-u)p(u), 

u=O 

(2) 

where p (n 8 -u)=p(v) and p(u) can be taken from a hadron-nucleon 
. . . Eh 

collision experiment at ~ energy. 

In order to test formula (I) by experiment, a series of 
frequencies f(n 8 ,A, Eh ) has been calculated, for C , Al, Cu , Ag , 
and Pb nuclei at Eh 40 GeV/c momentum; experimental data exist 
for 37. 5 GeV /c momentum/4/. In calculations only k =3 terms in 
formula (I) have been taken into account. The probabilities 
p(u), p(v), arid p(w), which the probability p3 (n

8
) =p3 (u+v+w) 

is depending on, have been evaluated using the data on pion
proton ~ollisions at 40, 16, and I 1.2 GeV/c momenta~61 It has 
been supposed the particle multiplicity distributions in had
ron-nucleon collisions to be the same as in the ·hadron-proton 
collisions - the multiplicities of ns being I, 3, 5, ..• char
ged secondaries are interpolated or extrapolated ones. The 
quantity <,\>:in units of protons/S for various nuclei has been 
estimated from nuclear sizes an~ nucleon density distributions 
in nuclei/5,7 /; the quantity <.\0 (Eh) >. in units of protons/S 
has been estimated from corresponding hadron-nucleon inelastic 
collision cross-sections/5,6 /, using formula (6) from part I. 

Results are presented in fig. I. It can be concluded that 
formula (I) reproduces well qualitatively the series of cor
responding frequencies received in the Faessler et al. expe
riment, shown in fig. 3b in their work/4/:the quantitative 
prediction given by this formula does not differ by muchfrom th 1 

experimental data, especially atn. 8 <10. But, we must remember 
that not all terms in formula (I) have been taken into account· 
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in calculations and the 
values of energies 

E ~-
mh applied have been 

_taken from the existing 
ones, not accurately 
as those needed. 

Fig.I. Frequency of 
events f(n 8 )sf(n

8
;A,Eh) 

versus produced partic
le multiplicity n8 ,cal
culated using formula 
(I). 

2.2. Proton Multiplicity Dependence of the Particle 
Production Intensitz 

The number of emitted protons np,or the proton multiplicity 
in an event, indicates, with)n the frames of our picture of 
the nucleon emission process 8~ how thickness J fad to overcome 
a hadron in collision with the target-nucleus 5 ; also - form
mula. (2) in part I. It' should be noted that the relation 
np .. ,\ in units of protons/S takes place with an accuracy 
being high enough in our considerations when np ~,\ma~where 
Amax is maximal thickness of the target-nucleus. 

Therefore, the np -dependence of the particle production 
intensity might be received simply from formula (1), substi
tuting ,\ -11p instead of the quantity<,\>: and putting in the 
coefficient Wo (np ,A), which expresses the probability for an 
incident hadron to collide with the target-nucleus at the 
impact parameter corresponding to np emitted protons /9/: 

n n 
-~- m•k -<,\ P>-. m-1 

f(n 8 ,np ,A.Eh )• Wo (n P ,A) e O ~ (1-e O ) Pm (n 
8 

) • : (3) 
m,.l 

· The A'-dependence in this formula is expressed through the 
coefficient Wo (np,A) and the quantity <Ao>: which depends on the 

ratio ! ,when is expressed in units of protons/S / 9 ,9 /, 

4 
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Fig.2. Frequency dis
tributions' f(n s) 
= f(n s, np ,A ,Eh )versus 
produced particle multi
plicity n 8 ,calculated 
for various proton mul
tiplicities np using 
formula (3). 

Using input data as 
used in calculating 
the series off (n 8 ,A, , 
Eh) distributions, 

formula (I), the np -
dependence (3) has been 
calculated for Pb tar-

io' I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ', 1 1 1 1 1 ' ' 1 1 I I get-nucleus. Result is 
o 2 4 6 8 ID 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 fls . shown in fig: 2. The 

calculated distribution reproduces qualitatively corresponding 
expe7i7ental data, presented in fig. 9 _in the Faessler et al. 
work 

4 
,when np ::;:5;at higher values of np an expected distur

bance, caused by the disturbance of the monotonous nucleon 
emission process / 9 ,9 /, is observed. 

2.3. Proton Multiplicity Dependence of the 
Produced Particle Average Multiplicity 

Within the frames of our picture of the particle production 
process in hadron-nucleus collisions, in result of collisions. 
of a hadron of energy Eh with a given target-nucleus, of the 
mass number A,at an impact parameter'corresponding to the 
nuclear matter thickness being np=-,\(n~)in units of protons/S, 
<m >·"excited states" emerge in average. Each of the "states" 
corresponds to the "state" produced in collision of the same 

hadron with a _nucleon at the kinetic energy !!,. each_.decays 

into <n 9 (~_)>1aN particles in average. It takes place for 8:ny 

op ,The observed average multiplicity <n
8 

,(Eh ,np )>.h,{)f particles 
produced in hadron-nucleus collisions should fie expressed, 

therefore, as the product n 9 (Eh,np)hA=-<m><n
9
(~j) >.hN, or? using 

formula for the quantity <m>·,formula (5) in part I, as: 
,\ (npl , 

(E . <,\)>. Eh . 
<ns h'np)>hA "'e · <ns(~)>hN (4) 
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Fig.3. Dependence of the mean number of produced 
particles <ns >iiA in · pion-nucleus collisions 
on the number nJ> of emitted protons, calculated 
using formula t4). 

Corresponding experimental data exist on pion collisions· 
with Pb , Ag , Cu , Al , and C nuclei at 37 .5 and 20 GeV /c momen
tum / 41.-Therefore, in order to test this formula (4) by expe
riment, n -dependences of the quantities <n 8 (Eh ,np)>.hA 
have been calculated for corresponding pion-nucleus collisions 
at 40 and 16 GeV/c momenta; at those momenta corresponding 

, E . 
data can be used on <n 8 (--2.)>.hN from the HERA tables/6/;the < IIl) 
data are on hadron-proton collisions only, but it can be ac
cepted the average multiplicities <n s >.hp, <n s>i10 , <ns >.hN to 
be equal one to another. In calculations values <n s (Eh)> ·hN 

ha~e been used instead of the <n s c-1E.L)>h. N for a simplifica-
< rn> 

tion; it does not distort by much the predictions given by 
formula (4). The mean free paths <Ao>·•< Ao (Eh)>: for the 
hadron-nucleon inelastic collisions in nuclear matter were 
calculated using corresponding cross-sections for the elemen-
tary hadron-nucleon collisions/5,6/. . 

Results are shown in fig. 3. It should be concluded that, 
in spite of the simplifications involved, distributions pre
sented in this figure correspond qualitatively to the experi
merital ones, shown in fig. 11 in the Faessler et al. work/4/; 
quantitatively the distributions calculated in this work do 
not differ by much from the experimental ones as well. 

6 

2.4. Proton Multiplicity Dependence of Normalized 
Dispersion of the Produced Particle Multiplicity. 

In cirder to characterize t):le proton multiplicity dependen
ce of the normalized 'dispersi~n: of the "produced 'particle 
multiplicity, let us consider the quantity: · ' 

· 2 ' 2 . 
,<D(ns)>·

1 
<n

8 
>:...,<n

8 
>: 

z . - = <ns> <n s ->':'""-· (5) 

where ns is the produced partic-le multiplicity. 
Using formulas for the mean value and the dispersion of an 

accidental quantity being a sum of some number of accidental 
quantities, taking into account our picture of the particle 
generation process in hadrcin_-nucleus collisions, and usi_ng 
formulas (4) and (5) we can write 

Eh , . Eh 1 . = Z (-) 
z (E ) "' zhN <:---,::.)_ '. r-5_ ,\(n i hN <:rn > 
nA h <IJI?._ Ve~-

1 

,;z;;;-;:· (6) 

@ 
<n> 
U6~r n:..A 40 Ge¾ 

'ii, 

elf 
051- q 
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where ZhJEh) expresses the 
quantity z,-formula (5), for 

· the hadron-nucleus collisions 
. E 

at Eh energy and 21iN( <;J is 

the quantity Z for the had
ron-nucle_on collisions at .. 

Eh . 
--· energy;• <rn > 1.s the ave
<rn> 
rage number of the "interme
diate· stat.es II produced, for
mula (5) in part I; < Ao >. = 

= < Ao ( Eh ) > • 

Fig.4. Normalized dispersion 
<D>. f d d . 1 -. o pro uce part1.c e 

<n > 
av:rage multiplicites <ns>: 
as a function of the number 
np of emitted protons, calcu
lated using formula (6). 
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In order to test the formula (6), the np -dependence of 
ZhAhas been calculated for pion collisions with Pb ,'Ag, Cu 
Al , C nuclei at 40 GeV /c; corresponding experimental data 
exist for pion collisions with Pb, Ag , and Al nuclei at 
37.5 GeV/c momentum, in the Faessler et al. work/4/,The value 
for ZhN (40) has~b,en estimated on the basis of the data· from 
the .HERA tables 6 

, it equals to 0, 635 at 40 GeV /c; instead of 
it the value 0,558 has been used which corresponds to the 
ZhNquantity at 37.5 GeV/c momentum in the Faessler ~t al. 

wori/4~ atnp =0.- The ·incident hadron energy dissipation :!> 

has not been taken into account. 
Result of calculations is shown in fig. 4. __ The calculated 

distributions reproduce well qualitatively the experimental 
ones, presented in fig. 10 b) in the Faessler et al. work/4/; 
quantitatively the.calculated distributions do not differ by 
much from the experimental ones as well. It should be_ expected 
that exact calculations will give predictions reproducing 
precise experimental data. 

3. ENERGY SPECTRA OF PRODUCED PARTICLES 

The number of particles N (Eh,E+dE,A) of energies within 
energy value interval (E,E+dE) produced in collisions of a 
hadron of energy Eh with a nucleus of the mass number A might 
be expressed simply, within the frames of our picture of the 
hadron-nucleus co_llision process. Indeed, the E -distribution 
of the quantity N(Eh,E+dE,A) for energy E values from O to 
its maximal value Emax,the energy spectrum,in hadron-nucleus 
collisions is, according to our working hypothesis put for
ward in part I, the superposition of some number m=I, 2, 3, 
••• , k of energy spectra for hadron-nucleon collisions at 

!h incident hadron energy. The distribution of such spectra is 

expressed by the formula for the distribution of the "excited 
states" generated in nuclear matter when hadron traverses the 
target-nucleus, formula (4) in part I. Therefore, it can be 
written: 

<A>- <A>-
-<-\J >'m=k _,<Ao>": m-1 Eh 

N(Eh ,E+dE,A) .. e :£ 
1
(1-e ) N

0
(--,E+dE,N). (7) 

m• m 

where <A>-is the average thickness of the target-nucleus/5/ 
expressed in units of protons/S; <AQ>-=<AQ (Eh) >·is mean free 
path for hadron-nucleon interactions in nuclear matter/5/ex-

8 

! 
j 
[ 

fl 

.~ 
ti. 

I 
t 

, - . Eh, - - ,_ 
pressed in units of proto1fs/S; No(T;E+dE,N) is number of 

particles of energy (E,.E+ dE) produced in hadron-nucleon col-

lions at energy of -.!!h.. -
m 

The np -dependence of the energy spectra N(Eh ,E+dE,A,nP) 
might be ~ritten simply, by analogy, as: 

_A(np) A(np) 
-<Ao> -k . - <Ao> m-1 E m• - , h 

)-e "I.'(1-e ) N
0
(--}, 

mal m 
N (Eh, E+dE, A,n (8) 

Eh - Eh 
where N0 (--) 2 N0 (-,E+dE,N), A {n )= n protons/S is the 

m m P P 

thickness of a nuclear matter "slab", ,along the incident· had
ron course. 

There are not availJble at present corresponding experimen
tal data which could be used for tesdng formulas (7) and (8). 

4. ANGULAR SPECTRA OF PRODUCED PARTICLES 

After the analogy of the .energy spectra, the angular spect
ra of produced particles might be expressed simply as: 

<A>- <A>-
- <Ao> ·m=k - <Ao>' m-1 Eh 

= e I (1-e ) N0 (-,0+d0,N). 
mal m 

N(Eh,0+d0,A) (9) 

where N(Eh·• 0+d0, A ) is the number of particles produced in 
collisions of a hadron of energy Eh with a target-nucleus of 
the mass number A and ejected at angles of values·within an 

interval (0, 0_+ d0); the quantity N0 ( !'l; 0+d0,N)is the number 

of particles produced in collisions of _the same hadron of 

energy 4,with a nucleon and ejected at angles within the 

value interval (0, 0+d0). · 

The np -dependence of the angular spectra might be written, 
by analogy, as: 

_,A(np)_ _ A(~~ 
<,\J>' m•k <Ao>- m-1 Eh 

N(Eh,0_+d0_,A,np) .. e m~
1
(1-e ) No(m) (JO) 

9 



where _N(Eh, 0+ d0,A, np). i!i ·the number of particles ejected 
at angles from the value interval (0 ,0+d0) in such hadron
nucleus collisions in which np protons are .-emitted· from the 

. Eh . Eh · • 
target nucleus of the mass number A; No ( Ill) .. No (~;0+d0,N) l.S 

the number of produced particles in collisions of the same E . . 
hadron of energy ~.with a nucleon ejected at angles within 

m 
value interval ( 0_, 0+d0 ); other quan•tities used in the expres
sion ( 10) are of the same me~ning as those in t_he foregoing 
sections. 

The energy (8) and angular (10) spectra can differ from 
the experimental ones atnp>5, because of possible disturbance 
of the monotonous nucleon emission caused by single hadron
nucleon elastic scattering·through relatively large ·angles~ 
when recoil nucleons appear of energies high enough to be 
able to cause monotonous nucleon emission /8,9/, 

There are not available corresponding experimental angular 
spectra of the produced particles which could be used for 
testing the predictions given by formulas (9) and (10). 

5. PSEUDORAPIDITY DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCED 
PARTICLE AVERAGE MULTIPLICITIES 

The pseudorapidity, T/ .. - ln tg -!.01 b distribution, denoted 6.<n > 2 ft • . 

as ~ (Eh, --s:;;-;A), of produced particle average multiplicity 
1/ • ' 

<ns > in collisions· of a hadron of energy Eh with· a· nucleus of 
the mass number A can be expressed simply, after the analogy 
of the formula (4) for the produced particle ave.rage multipli-
city, as: ·· 

<.\>' 
'6.<n . <i\o> 

~ (Eh•~tA). e P (~-
.T/ . : r <m>' 

6.<ns >·.,N), 
·ii 1/ 

(II) 

. Eh 6.<n s > 
where P (--·•-LS. ,,N ) 

r <m> T/ 
is the pseudorapidity distribution· 

of the average multiplicitkes of particles p·roduced in had
ron-nucleon collisions at~. energy, "N" is for "nucleon". 

The pseudorapidity distribution np -dependence can be ex
pressed 'simply as well: 

,\(np) -~~-6.<Ilg>. <.r\o> Eh 6.<n > 
P (Eh, --.A,n ) .. e p (-, __ s 

r 6.11 p r <m> 6.11 
,N) • (12) 

10 

where the meaning of the quantities used in this expression 
is the same as in formulas written in the foregoing sections. 

The energy dependence of the pseudorapidity distribution 
(II) we determine as: 

E1h 
p (-. 

r E2h 

~<ns>. 
p (Elh•-;A) 6.<n s >. r 6. T/ ' 6.<ns>. Elh 

6. ;A)•-------R( 6. ,A,-). 
1/ tl.<n >' 1/ E2h 

p (E2h' -.!'-;A) 
r 6. T/ 

Using formula (11) the relation (13) might be written as: 

(13) 

. I I E ·<n >' 
.\{n ) [ ----•-..-·----d p ( lh s N) 

p <,\o(E11tA.l> <.\){E2h•Al> . r m; 6.71 ; 6.<ns>. . Eth 
R( ""5 .,A,-)• e 

T/ E2h ~htl.<ns>. 
p (-·-·N) 

r m • 6.T/. • 

-~; 

(14) 

where E1h and E2h are two different incident hadron energies; 
the meaning of other quantities is·the same. as in many formu
las presented ·above. 

In order to test the formulas expressing the pseudorapidity 
distributions of produced particle average multiplicities, 
calculations are performed for such input·dataat which results 
comparable with the existing'data will be received. Therefore, 
the distribution (11) has been calculated for pion collisions 

· · · · Eh 6.<ns>. with Pb, Ag , a_nd C nuclei, us1.0g for Pr ( """jjj'°"• --x-;,-;N) values 

takeq from figs •. 12a) and 12b) in the Faessler et al. 
.work/4/ at Ng =O, because there are not available Qther, more 
accurate, data. Using the same input data, .energy dependence 
of the pseudorapidity distribution, expressed by formula (14), 
has been calculated as well. Results are shown in fig. Sa) 
and Sb) correspondingly. The calculated distributions repro~ 
duce qualitatively the experimental ones, shown in.fig. 6a) 
and 6b) in the Faessler et al. work. Quantitatively, the cal
culated distributions do not differ by much from the experi-
mental ones as well. · · 

The np -dependence of the, pseudorapidity distribution, ex
pressed by formula (12), has been calculated for pion- nuc
leus collisions at nearly 40 GeV /c . momentum, using for 

the distribution Pr ( Emh; 6.'5;
1
s \N) data read out from fig~J1 

u.11 . . , E . 
in the Faessler et al. work /4/at Ng=O, for mh 37 .5 and 

20 GeV/c momentum; as data for this distribution at mom~nta 

11 
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lying between 37.5 and 20 GeV/c the interpolated values have 
been used, as data at momenta being smaller than 20 GeV/c the 
extrapolated values have been used, as it is shown in fig. 6, 
Such extrapolation and interpolation give a rough approxima
tion, but it should allow to receive characteristics of the 
np -dependence of the pseudorapidity distribution which might 
show the same behaviour as the experimental ones, Result is 
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Fig.7. The pseudorapidity ~- distribution 
function of the number np or\mitted protons, 
lated using formula (12), for pion- Pb nucleus 
lisions at nearly 40 GeV/c momentum. 

as a 
calcu
col-

shown in fig. 7. The distributions presented in' this figure 
correspond to those shown in the Faessler et al. work/4/,It is 
easy to see that the calculated distributions correspond qua
litatively to the experimental ones.It can be concluded that 
characteristic change in behaviour of the distributions at 
a:1 <11 < 4.1 and 4.1 <11 < 5.3 is caused by the energy dissipation of 
the incident hadron in its passing through nuclear matter,Re
ally,the produced particle average multiplicities correspond,as 
we have pointed out, to smaller hadron energies, being of 
~ . d f E b h 1 f Ll<ns>· · m' 1.nstea o , ut t e va ues o ~- at ~ >. I . 3 decrease . 

with hadron momentum decrease, as it might be seen in fig. 6; 
it is mostly evident at~ values lying between 3.1 and 4.1. 

6, CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown, in the series of the present three ar
ticles, that our model and description procedure of the had
ron-nucleus collision process can account for hadron-nucleus 
data in terms of our knowledge of hadron-nucleon interaction, 
of nuclear sizes, and of nucleon density distributions in nuc
lei. 
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The interrelation between characteristics of the hadron
nucleon collisions and corresponding characteristics of col
lisions of the same hadron with a target-nucleus can be ex
pressed by means of simple formulas. 

It enables us to think our picture of the hadron-nucleus 
collision pr.ocess and our working hypothesis, put forward j 
in part I of this series of articles, to be near to the reali- l 
ty. \ 
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